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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let IBr(G) denote the set of irreducible Brauer characters of the finite group G 
with respect to a fixed prime p and a fixed lifting of the p-modular roots of 
unity to the complex numbers. If 4 is a (complex valued) class function on G, 
we let I/J* denote the restriction of # to the p-regular elements of G. Thus 
if # is an (ordinary) character of G, then $* is a linear combination of IBr(G) 
with nonnegative integer coefficients. 
If G is p-solvable and v E IBr(G), then the Fong-Swan Theorem asserts 
that y = x* for some character x of G. (Necessarily, x E Irr(G), i.e. x is 
irreducible.) Our concern here is to choose the characters ,y in a consistent 
manner which respects restriction to normal subgroups. We shall construct 
for eachp-solvable group G, a uniquely defined subset oY(G) C Irr(G) such that: 
(A) * defines a bijection from g(G) onto IBr(G). 
(B) If N 4 G and x E g(G), then every irreducible constituent of xN 
lies in g(N). 
Note that it follows that condition (B) applies also to subnormal subgroups. 
It cannot, in general, be made to hold for all subgroups as consideration of a 
Sylow p-subgroup shows. 
In a previous paper [4] it was shown that when p # 2, the set Y(G) of 
“subnormally p-rational” irreducible characters of G satisfies conditions (A) 
and (B) above. (A character is subnormally p-rational if upon restriction to 
every subnormal subgroup, every irreducible constituent is p-rational, i.e. 
has values in some field of the form Q[ ] E w h ere E is a p/-root of unity.) In fact, 
whenp # 2, it turns out that Y(G) is equal to the set of modularly irreducible, 
p-rational characters. 
For p = 2, the condition of p-rationality is too weak to obtain the corre- 
sponding results and so in this paper we use a different construction for g(G) 
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which works for all primes. Although in fact for p # 2 we have g(G) = Y(G), 
nevertheless, as a by-product of the construction of Y(G) given here, we obtain 
some new information about Brauer characters of p-solvable groups for all p. 
Specifically, to each ‘p E IBr(G) th ere is associated a unique conjugacy class 
of subnormal subgroups S maximal with the property that P)~ has an irreducible 
constituent 01 of p’-degree. Furthermore, if T is the inertia group of LY in NG(S), 
then there exists a unique p E IBr(T) such that pG = 9) and ps a multiple of 0~. 
The result of this is that each v E IBr(G) with p I y(i) is induced from a proper 
subgroup in a canonical way. (The fact that y is imprimitive if p / ~(1) was 
known previously [3].) 
To see why g(G) = Y(G) when p f 2, suppose 9Y C Irr(G) is any uniquely 
constructed subset on which * defines a bijection to IBr(G). We claim for each 
x E g;/, that Q(X) = Q(x*). Th is o f 11 ows since by its construction, ?V is invariant 
under field automorphisms and thus any automorphism which fixes X* must 
also fix x. We conclude that each x E q is p-rational and hence for p # 2 we 
have x E Y(G). 
The Fong-Swan theorem is proved in a character theoretic manner in [4] 
for all p. In fact a minor modification of the proof of Theorem 5.4 of that paper 
yields a uniquely constructed set a(G) C Irr(G) on which * defines a bijection 
to IBr(G). By the above we necessarily have 02(G) = Y(G) when p # 2 but it 
is not clear for p = 2 that condition (B) holds for 02(G). 
We close this introduction with the remark that for p-solvable groups, there 
is something “absolute” about IBr(G). Specifically, IBr(G) is uniquely deter- 
mined from the character table of G (as is not the case with more general groups). 
To see this, observe that from the Fong-Swan Theorem it follows that IBr(G) 
is the set of those x* which cannot be decomposed in the form X* = $* + 13* 
for characters X, # and 0 of G. 
2. P'-DEGREE 
If x is a character of G, we write O(X) for the order of the linear character 
det(X) in the group of linear characters of G. Here, det()o is the determinant 
of any representation affording x. The key result about the determinantal 
order o(x) which we need is the following. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Gallagher). Let N 4 G with G/N a p-group. Let 6’ E Irr(N) 
be invariant in G and supposep 7 O( 1) o(O). Then 0 has a unz$ue extension x E Irr(G) 
such that p { o(x). 
Proof. See Corollary 6.28 of [6]. m 
DEFINITION 2.2. Write T(G) for the set of x E Irr(G) with p { x(1) and 
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such that for every M u 4 G and every irreducible constituent # of xw , 
we have p f o(#). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let G be p-solvable. Then the map * defines a bijection of 
X(G) onto {ye E IBr(G) / p f ~(1)). 
Since it is clear that % satisfies condition (B) of Section I, it follows that 
Theorem 2.3 gives us our main result in the case that every ‘p E IBr(G) has 
p’-degree. 
We need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let N CI G with p +’ / G : N j and let 0 E X(N). Then every 
irreducible constituent of Bc lies in X(G). 
Proof. Let x be an irreducible constituent of fF and use induction on ) G /. 
Since x(1)/0(1) divides / G : N 1 and p +’ O(l), we have p r x(1). Let M 4 4 G 
and let I,!J be an irreducible constituent of xM . We must show that p f o(#). 
Since every irreducible constituent of xN is conjugate to 0, all of these 
constituents lie in Z(N) and it follows that every irreducible constituent of 
x~,-,~ and hence of #MnN lies in X(M n N). Since M n N 4 M and is of 
PI-index, it follows by the inductive hypothesis that (CI E X(M) if M < G and 
thus p f o(#). 
It remains to show that p 7 o(x). Write xN = 2 Bi where the Oi are (not 
necessarily distinct) conjugates of 0. If A = det x, then h, = (n pi) where 
pi = det Bi has p’-order. If m = o(&), then p { m and NC ker P. Thus 
/Plc:NI = lc and hence o(x) = o(A) divides m 1 G : N ‘. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. Let N Q G with G/N a p-group. Let 0 E X(N) be invariant 
in G and let x be the extension of 0 to G with p 7 o(x). Then x E X(G). 
Proof. Since x(l) = O(1) is not divisible by p, it suffices to show for all 
maximal normal M u G that the irreducible constituents of xM lie in X(M). 
If MI N, then xM is the extension of 6’ to M with p’-determinantal order and 
so working by induction on / G 1, we have xw E X(M) as desired. 
Assume now that M 3 N so that MN = G. Write x,, = e &, I& where 
the & are distinct and conjugate in G. Since the I& are conjugate, they all have 
equal determinantal order which we write as mpa where p f m. Let hi = det $i 
and pi = (hi)” so that o(pi) = pa. 
Since p r +%(l) we have that (#JMnN is an irreducible constituent of O,,, 
and thus has p’-determinantal order. It follows that ((&)MAN)m = l,,, and 
hence M n NC ker pcLi . Since [M, N] C M n N, we conclude that N leaves 
all of the tag invariant. However, MN = G and thus N is transitive on the z& 
and hence also on the pi . It follows that all of the pi are equal, say to CL. 
We now have 
det(x# = @. 
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However, p f O(X) and p has p-power order. We conclude that pet = lw and 
thus pa 1 (et). On the other hand, (et) j x(1) and p +’ x(l). Therefore pa = 1 
and o($J = m which is prime to p. Since (#i)MnN E T(M) and M/(M n N) 
is a p-group, the result follows by the inductive hypothesis applied to M. 1 
To prove Theorem 2.3 we need to appeal to Theorem 3.1 of [4] which we 
restate here for the convenience of the reader. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let N u G with p f j G : N I. Let $ E Irr(N) and assume 
(i) #* E IBr(N). 
(ii) t,F = $ for those g E G with (I/J*)” = #*. 
Then * dejines a bijection from the set of x E Irr(G) such that # is a constituent 
of xN to the set of CJI E IBr(G) such that $* is a constituent of P)N . 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Use induction on I G I. Suppose N = Op’(G) < G. 
If + E X(N), then the inductive hypothesis implies that $* EIB~(N). Also, 
if g E G and (#*)” = #*, then z,P = 4 because * is one-to-one on s(N) and 
($g)* = (zJ*)” = +*. By Lemma 2.6, it follows that * defines an injection 
from the set of x E Irr(G) with [xXN , #] # 0 into IBr(G). 
If x E I(G) then xN has an irreducible constituent $ E%(N) and thus 
x* E{~C E IBr(G) / p { v(l)) as desired. If also 5 E%(G) and x* = f* let p 
be an irreducible constituent of (x*)~ . Since all irreducible constituents of 
and tN lie in X(N), the inductive hypothesis yields a common constituent 
Twith $* = CL. The result of the previous paragraph thus yields that x = [ 
since x* = [*. 
Now let q~ E IBr(G) with p r q(l) and let p be an irreducible constituent 
of p?~ . Then p 7 p(l) and by the inductive hypothesis there exists 4 E s(N) 
with #* = CL. By Lemma 2.6 there exists some irreducible constituent x of $” 
with X* = g, and by Lemma 2.4 we have x E s(G). This completes the proof 
when Op’(G) < G. 
The remaining possibility is that M = Op(G) < G. Let x E Z(G). Since 
p TX(~), we have x,,, E .5?(M) and hence (x*)~ = (xIu)* E IBr(M) by the 
inductive hypothesis. Thus X* E {p’ E IBr(G) I p { e(l)} as desired. 
If also [ E 9?(G) with x* = t*, then (x~)* = (E,)* and since x~, tM E X(M), 
we have x,,,, = 5M. Thus both x and 5 are extensions of X~ with PI-deter- 
minantal order. By Lemma 2.1, we have x = 5. 
Finally, let q~ E IBr(G) with p f ~(1) and 1 t ’ e p be an irreducible constituent 
of P)~ . Since p f ~(1) we have vM = ep and p is invariant in G. Find Z/ E E(M) 
with (cI* = ,u. Then (G is invariant in G since (@)* = pg = p and * is one-to-one 
on S(M). By Lemma 2.1 then, there exists an extension x E Irr(G) of $ with 
p +’ o(x). By Lemma 2.5, x E s(G). Also q~ = ex* since y and x* are only defined 
on p-regular elements which all lie in M. Since y is irreducible, we have e = 1 
and X* = v. 1 
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3. INDUCTION AND RESTRICTION 
In this section we collect some facts about induction and restriction of Brauer 
characters, Most of these are routine or fairly well known. 
If H C G and E is a Brauer character of H, then we write CY~ to denote that 
function on the p-regular elements of G given by the familiar formula 
where so(y) -= 0 if y 6 H. Then OL G is the Brauer character afforded by the 
F[G]-module VG where V is an F[H]-module affording LY and F is a suitable 
field of characteristic p. (See $25 of [I].) Note that ($“)* = ($*)” for any 
ordinary character +/J of H. 
If y and ~9 are ordinary or Brauer characters of a group, we shall write q~ C 0 
to indicate that v is a constituent of 8. Also if H C G and a! E IBr(H), we write 
IBr(G / a) to denote {p’ E IBr(G) / q+, > a}. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let H C G and LYE IBr(H). Then CL C (cY”)~ . In particular, 
IBr(G 1 a) is nonempty. 
Pyoof. The first assertion is immediate by consideration of induced modules. 
The second statement follows since there must be some irreducible @ C aG 
with 01 C PH by the linearity of the restriction map. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Let T Q 4 G and T 4 UC G. Suppose p E IBr(T) and 
F E IBr(G j /3). Then there exists p E IBr( U) with /3 C pLT and q~ C IL’. 
Proof. Let X be an F[G]- module which atIords ‘p. Since T u CI G, we have 
that X, is completely reducible by Clifford’s Theorem and thus there exists 
an F[T]-submodule 2 which affords p. Now let Y be the F[U]-submodule 
of X, generated by 2 so that Y = CUEr,, 2~. Let W be an irreducible F[U]- 
submodule of Y and take p E IBr(U) afforded by IV. 
Now Zu is an F[T]-module which affords the character fi” and it follows 
that all irreducible constituents of pr are of this form since IV’, C YT . Since 
the irreducible constituents of pT form an orbit under the action of U, we have 
p C pT as desired. 
Finally, Hom,(W, X,) # 0 and it f o 11 ows that Hom,(WG, X) # 0. (See [2], 
11(2.5).) We conclude that v C pG. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Let N Q G and 01 E IBr(N). Let I = Ic(ol), the inertia group. 
Then 7 H 7G defines a bijection of IBr(1 1 a) onto IBr(G / a). 
Proqf. Let g, E IBrfG 1 a) be afforded by the F[G]-module X and let Y 
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be the homogeneous component of X, corresponding to (Y. Then, as is well 
known from the work of Clifford, Y is invariant under I and is an irreducible 
F[I]-module. Also, YG s X. Let Y afford 7 E IBr(1). Then 01 _C rN and 7G = 4”. 
By the preceding paragraph, we have a map f: IBr(G / a) ---f IBr(1/ a) with 
f(p) = 7 in the above notation. Since f(v)G = v, the proof will be complete 
when we show that f maps onto IBr(l 1 a). Also, note that if f(v) = 7, then 
the multiplicities of 01 in P)~ and in i-N are equal. 
Let 6 E IBr(11 a) and by Lemma 3.1 choose 77 E IBr(G) with 4 C 7,. Then 
01 C Q,, and we let 7 = f(7) so that 7G = 7. Then 7 C 7, by 3.1 and 7N has the 
full multiplicity of 01 that appears in Q, . Since also [ C q1 and (Y C t,,, , we must 
have [ C 7 and thus [ = 7 = f(q). 1 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let N u G and 01 E IBr(N). Let H > I,(a). Then 71 F+ qG 
defines a bijection of IBr(H 1 a) onto IBr(G / a). 
Proof. Let I = I,(a). If 7 E IBr(H 1 01), then 17 = ? for some 7 E IBr(J 1 a) 
by Lemma 3.3. Then 7 c = 7c E IBr(G / a) by 3.3 again, and the map is defined. 
Also, if [E IBr(H / a) with 5” = qG, then t = uH for some (T E IBr(l / a) and 
(TG = 5” = q = TG so that (J = 7 and 5 = # = P = 71. The map is thus 
one-to-one. 
If p E IBr(G 1 OL), then v = 7c for T E IBr(l j a). Then v = 7G where 7 = 
7” E IBr(H / a). The map is therefore onto. 1 
4. PI-PAIRS 
If G is p-solvable and 9 E IBr(G) with p 1 y(l), then a result of Huppert 
implies that v is induced from some proper subgroup of G. (See Satz 7 of [3] 
or Theorem 5.4 of [4].) In this section we examine this situation more closely 
by associating to v certain uniquely defined conjugacy classes of subgroups 
and characters. 
We introduce some notation. We consider pairs (H, a) where H C G and 
Q: E IBr(H). A partial order is defined on such pairs by setting (H, a) < (K, j3) 
ifHCKand(YCfi”. We are especially interested in p’-pairs. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The pair (S, a) is a p’-pair in G provided S u u G. 
~1 E IBr(S) and p f a( 1). The set of maximal p’-pairs in G (with respect to the 
above order) is denoted B(G). 
Note that G acts on the set ofp’-pairs by (S, a)” = (So, a”) where @ E IBr(SQ) 
is defined by &(sQ) = 01(s) for p-regular s E S. Of course .9(G) is invariant 
under this action. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be p-solvable and suppose v E IBr(G). Then 
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(a) There exists (S, a) E B(G) with in C vs . 
(b) The set of (S, a) E@(G) with ar C Q constitutes an orbit under the 
action of G. 
(c) If (T, j3) is a p’-pair with /I C qy then thae exists (S, a) E B(G) with 
(T, 8) < (S, a) ad a: !L vs . 
We need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let G be p-solvable and suppose N 4 G with GIN a PI-group. 
Let p E IBr(N) with p {p(l). Then p {q(l) for all v E IBr(G [ p). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, there exists (c, E Z(N) with $* = p. If P)~ 2 p 
then by Lemma 2.6, v = x* for some x E Irr(G) with $6 xN . We have x(l)/+(l) 
divides 1 G : N ) and thus v( 1) = x(1) is not divisible by p. m 
LEMMA 4.4. Let N 4 G with G/N a p-group and let p E IBr(N). Then 
there exists a unique v E IBr(G) with P)N 3 CL. Also, if p is invariant in G, then 
P)N = k 
Proof. There exists 9 E IBr(G) with p _C pN by Lemma 3.1. For any such v, 
we see that vN is a multiple of the sum of the distinct G-conjugates of p. Since 
q is not defined on G - N, it follows that any two ‘p’s with p C vN are linearly 
dependent and so y is unique. 
If p is invariant, let q be as above and write vN = ep. Now (t~~)~ = 1 G : N / p. 
and so epc and 1 G : N ) y agree on N and thus epG = 1 G : N 1 v. Since v 
is irreducible, it follows that e divides / G : N / and thus e is a power of p. 
Since IBr(G) is linearly independent modp (see Theorem 15.5 of [6]), we 
cannot have p 1 e. Thus e = 1. m 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. There certainly exists some p’-pair (S, a) with OL C ?s 
and we may assume that (S, a) is maximal among these with respect to the 
partial order. To show that (S, a) E 9(G), suppose (S, a) < (T, 8) for some 
p’-pair (T, /3) with 1 T : S I as small as possible. Since S 4 Q T, choose U 
with S <I U 4 Q T and U/S simple. Let y be an irreducible constituent of 
Bo with OL C yr . Since U 4 Q T, we have that r(l) divides j3( 1) and thus 
(U, y) is a p’-pair with 
(S, 4 < (u, Y) < CT, PI. 
By the choice of T, we conclude that U = T and so S <I T and T/S is simple. 
Thus T/S is either a p-group or a p/-group. 
Let 6 E IBr( T) with 6 C vr and 01 C 6, . If T/S is ap-group, then by Lemma 4.4 
we have B = 8 and so /I C vr and this contradicts the choice of (S, a). If T/S 
is a p’-group, then p 7 6(l) by Lemma 4.3 and (T, 8) is a p’-pair, again con- 
tradicting the choice of (S, a). We conclude that (S, a) E B(G). This proves 
parts (a) and (c). 
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Now suppose (S, , CQ), (S, , a2) E P(G) with CQ C ps, for i = 1, 2. Assume 
(S, , CXJ and (S, , c+) are not G-conjugate, and subject to this restriction, 
choose them so that D = S, n S, is as large as possible. Note that S, < G 
or else (S, , ori) = (G, ‘p) >, (S, , aa) and hence (S, , 01~) = (S, , a2). 
Let S, C M 4 G with M a maximal normal subgroup of G and let T = 
M n S, . Choose y E IBr(T) so that (T, r) < (S, , aa) and note that (T, y) 
is a $-pair in M. Let pi and pLz be irreducible constituents of T’,~ such that 
(-ul5: b-&, and Y c k4T. 
We have pz = (Q for some g E G. Now (S, , ori)g E B(M) and 
Working by induction on j G / and applying the inductive hypothesis to the 
character t~s of M, we conclude from (b) and (c) that 
for some m E M. 
CT, Y) d (S, , ~4~‘” 
Since (S, ,4 # (S, , q)gm we have T < S, and thus S, $ M. Also, 
D C T C S, n Sy”’ and since (S, , a2) and (S, , al)grn are not G-conjugate, 
the maximality of D yields that D = T = M n S, u S, . Since S, $ M we 
have S,M = G and S,lD s G/M which is simple. By symmetry, we also 
have that D 4 S, and S,/D is simple. Furthermore, the above argument 
shows that no maximal normal subgroup of G can contain both S, and S, . 
Since (S, , S,) 4 4 G, we conclude that (S, , S,) = G and in particular 
D q G. 
Suppose S,lD is a PI-group. Since SJD ~4 G/D, there exists R Q G 
with S, C R and R/D a p’-group. Choose 6 E IBr(R ( 01~). Then some irreducible 
constituent of 6, is a constituent of (~i)o and thus has p’-degree. It follows 
from Lemma 4.3 that p -T 6( 1) and (R, 6) is a $-pair. The maximality of (S, ,o~i) 
now implies that S, = R 4 G and hence G = S,S, . Since S,/D is simple 
and S, Q Q G, we conclude that S, Q G and G/S, s S,lD which is ap’-group. 
By Lemma 4.3 again, we have p 7 ~(1) and this contradicts the maximality 
of the (Si , CQ). 
Since we get a similar contradiction if S,/D is a p’-group, we may assume 
that both &ID have order p. Since G = (S, , S,>, it follows from the sub- 
normality of the Si that G/D is a p-group. 
Let yi be an irreducible constituent of (cQ)~ . Since p 7 CQ(~), we have that 
yi is invariant in S, . Now y1 and yz are constituents of qo and hence yz = (yi) 
for some x E G. Thus ya is invariant in S = (Six, S,). Since S/D is a p-group, 
Lemma 4.4 yields that ya = ,9o for some /I E IBr(S). Lemma 4.4 applied to 
the situation D 4 S, implies that ps, = 01~ and this contradicts the maximality 
of (S, , %) unless S, = S. We conclude that Six = S, and since (c+)o and 01~ 
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both extend (n)” = ya , Lemma 4.4 yields that (a$ = ~ya nd so (S, , aI)2 = 
(82 9 a2). I 
Given v E IBr(G) with G p-solvable, Theorem 4.2 yields a unique class of 
maximal $-pairs associated with it. In some sense, the next result shows how 
to find the v’s which are associated with a given (S, m) c ,9(G). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let G bep-solvable andsuppose (S, CX) E Y(G). Let N = N,(S). 
Then v it vG defines a bijection of Irr(N / a) onto Irr(G / CX). 
Proof. We work by induction on 1 G i. Let M = SC, the normal closure, 
and let H = MN. If H = G, we have M = SG = SNM = SM and since 
S 4 4 M, this forces S = M -3 G and so N = G and there is nothing to 
prove. We assume then, that H < G. We proceed in a number of steps. 
Step 1. Suppose 8,@ E IBr(M ) a) for some g E G. Then g E H. 
Proof. We have (& 3 a and (On),, > OLQ. Since both (S, E) and (S, a) 
lie in B(M), Theorem 4.2(b) yields that (S, a)@ = (S, a) for some m E M. 
Thus gm E N and g E NM = H as desired. 
Step 2. 7 F+ vG defines a bijection from IBr(H 1 a) onto IBr(G / a). 
Proof. If 0 E IBr(M 1 a) then by Step 1 we have 1,(e) C H and thus induction 
is a bijection from IBr(H ) 0) onto IBr(G I e) by Corollary 3.4. Now IBr(H j a) 
is the (not necessarily disjoint) union of IBr(H / 8) as 0 runs over IBr(M 1 a) 
and similarly, IBr(G 1 CX) is the union of IBr(G 1 0). It follows that 7 t-, 7c 
does map IBr(H a) onto IBr(G I a). W e must show that this map is one-to-one. 
Suppose Q , ~a E IBr(H 1 a) with (r)Jc = p = (~a)~. Let (7JM I Bi E IBr(M / CX). 
Then Q C ~~ by Lemma 3.1 and thus t$ , 8a c Q)~ and we have O2 = (O,)g 
for some g E G. By Step 1, we know g E H and thus O2 C (7JM Therefore 
71 7 7l2 E IBr(H / e,) and since induction is one-to-one on this set, we conclude 
that qr = 72 , completing the proof of Step 2. 
Now (S, a) is not necessarily a maximal $-pair in H and so we consider 
pairs (T, /3) with (S, a) ,< (T, p) E Y(H). 
Step 3. If (T, p) is as above, then S = T n M and N,(T) C N. 
Proof. We have S C T r\ M 4 T. Let y be an irreducible constituent of 
BlmM with aCys. Then r(l) dividesiB and soprr(l). Also T~MQCI 
M 4 G and so (T n M, y) is a p’-pair in G. By the maximality of (S, or), we 
have T n M = S. Since M 4 G, it follows that N(T) C N(S) = N as desired. 
Let (T, p) be as above. Let U = NH(T) C N and let Sp, = {$” j TV E IBr( U ) @I. 
Step 4. 5$ C IBr(N 1 a) and v F+ vH defines a bijection of Ya onto IBr(H 1 /l). 
Proof. Since H < G, the inductive hypothesis implies that ~++,LL~ is a 
bijection of IBr(U / ,8) onto IBr(H / ,8). Since $’ = (P”‘)~, we conclude that 
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induction maps y& onto IBr(H / p) and in particular, 9, consists of irreducible 
characters. For p E IBr( U / p) we have p C (@‘)U and thus /I C (P~)~ and 
O! C (CLQ . Therefore Y0 C IBr(N 1 a). Finally, if ((&N)H = ((PJ~)~ for 
p1 , pa E IBr( U 1 p), then pi = pa and so (pJN = (p.JN and the proof is complete. 
Step 5. IBr(H 1 a) is the union of the sets IBr(H ~ j3) for various (T, p) E 
P(H) with (T, ,Q) 3 (S, a). 
Proof. Clearly, each IBr(H 1 /3) C IBr(H I a). Let 77 E IBr(H 1 a). Since 
(S, a) is a p’-pair in H with 01 c l;rs , it follows by Theorem 4.2(c) that there 
exists (T, /3) E P(H) with (T, /3) > (S, a) and p C 7T . Then 77 E IBr(H j /I) 
as desired. 
Step 6. Let (T, /3) be as above and let 7 E IBr(H 1 j3). Suppose v c T,,, 
with v E Irr(N ~ a). Then /3 C V~ 
Proof. Note that T C N by Step 3 so that the assertion makes sense. Con- 
sider p’-pairs (I’, y) in H such that 
(9 (VT Y) G CT, 0 
(ii) S C V. 
(iii) y C I/~ . 
Observe that (S, ) o! is one such pair and so we may choose (V, y) satisfying 
(i), (ii) and (iii) with ~ I’ / as large as possible. If I’ = T, then p = y C yy 
and we are done, so we assume V < T. Let V < WC T with W Q 4 H 
and W/V simple, and let 6 E IBr(W ! y) with 6 c Ye . 
If W/V is a p-group, then IBr( W / y) = (6) by Lemma 4.4 and since y C ,$ , 
we conclude that 6 C &, . Then p 7 6(l) and (W, 8) satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) 
which contradicts the choice of (V, y). 
Thus W/V is a p/-group and p 7 6(l) by Lemma 4.3. Now 6 c Ye C qw 
and (W, 6) is a p’-pair in H. Since (T, /3) E .9(H) and p C Q. , Theorem 4.2 
yields that (W, S)h < (T, /3) f or some h E H. Thus Wh C T and since S = 
Mn T = Mn W, we have 
Sh=MnWhCMnT=S 
so that h E N. Thus Wh > S and since 6 C yPy we have Sjl C vWh . Therefore 
(W, S)h satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) and th’ is contradicts the choice of (V, y) since 
IW>lV. 
Step 7. Suppose Y cIBr(N / a) and 7 E IBr(H 1 v). Then v E .YO for every 
(T, /3) E 9(H) such that (T, p) 2 (S, a) and /3 C qT . 
Proof. Let (T, 8) be as above with /3 C vr . Then by Step 6 we have p C vT . 
Let U = NH(T) C N. We have T <) Q N and T 4 U and so by Lemma 3.2, 
there exists p E IBr( U) with Y C pN and /3 C pr . By Step 4, pN is irreducible 
and so Y = pN E cYD as desired. 
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Step 8. v H vH is a bijection of IBr(N 1 a) onto IBr(H j a). 
Proof. Let v E IBr(N / a) and choose 7 E IBr(H / v) by Lemma 3. I. By 
Step 5, we have r]r 1 /I for some (T, 8) E 9(H) with (T, /I) 3 (S, a). By Step 7 
we have v E 9s and thus vG E IBr(H / a) by Step 4. This shows that the map 
is defined. 
Let 71 E IBr(H / a). Then by Step 5, 71 E IBr(H / /3) for a suitable (T, /3) and 
by Step 4, 7 = VH for some v E .Fs C IBr(N 1 a). Thus the map is onto. 
Now let v1 , vs E IBr(N 1 a) with (vJH = r] = (z#. Choose (T, /3) as above 
with /3 C or by Step 5. Since vi C rlN , Step 7 yields vi , v, E 9s . By Step 4, 
then, v1 = v2 . 
The proof of the Theorem is now completed by combining Steps 2 and 8. 1 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let (S, IX) E 9(G) and N = N,(a). Let I = IN(a). Then 
v w vG dejnes a bijection of IBr(1 1 a) onto IBr(G / a). 
Proof. Combine Lemma 3.3 with Theorem 4.5. 1 
If T E IBr(G) with p I y(l), then from the point of view of this section, 
the situation is uninteresting since (G, v) E P(G). On the other hand, ifp 1 v(l), 
then y = vG where v = IBr(1) and 1 is as in Corollary 4.6. The subgroup I 
is uniquely determined up to conjugacy by y and the next result guarantees 
that I < G. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let (S, a) E Y(G) with S < G. Let N = NG(S) and I = IN(a). 
Thenpdivides /N:Ii. 
Proof. Let S Q T 4 4 G with T/S simple. If T/S is a p’-group then by 
Lemma 4.3 we obtain a contradiction to the maximality of (S, a). Therefore 
T/S is a p-group and T $1 or else Lemma 4.4 yields a contradiction. Now 
T/S is a subnormal p-subgroup of N/S and thus is contained in every Sylow 
p-subgroup of N/S. However, T/Se I/S and it follows that I/S does not 
contain a Sylow p-subgroup of N/S. l 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF Y(G) 
In this section we construct for p-solvable groups G, a subset @Y(G) C Irr(G) 
such that * defines a bijection of g(G) onto IBr(G). In Section 6 we show that 
if x E%(G) and M Q G, then all irreducible constituents of xM lie in g(M). 
DEFINITION 5.1. Suppose we have already defined a set of characters 
Ty(H) for each p-solvable group H with 1 H 1 < ) G 1. Let G be p-solvable 
and let x be a character of G. Then x E g(G) provided either 
(4 x ET(G) 
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or 
(ii) x = $J” where 
(4 * EfV) 
(b) I = INL&) < G 
(4 6 4 E B(G) 
(d) #* E IBr(I 1 a). 
Note that even when x E s(G), it almost satisfies (ii) also, with S = I = G 
and x = # since by Theorem 2.3 we have x* = c1 E IBr(G). What is missing, 
of course, is the condition I < G in (ii)(b). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be p-solvable. Then g(G) c Irr(G) and * defines a 
b$ection ofg(G) onto IBr(G). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the second statement because if x* is irreducible, 
then x is necessarily irreducible also. 
Let x E+Y(G). If x E X(G), then X* E IBr(G) by Theorem 2.3. Suppose 
x $ X(G). Then x = #” as in part (ii) of Definition 5.1iIn particular, x* = 
(#G)* = (I/J*)” and since #* E IBr(l j a), we have that (4”)” is irreducible by 
Corollary 4.6. 
Suppose xi, xz E%‘(G) with (xi)* = q~ = (~a)*. We then have xi = ($i)G 
with & E PJ(IJ; Ii = INtsi,(ai); (Si , q) E B(G) and (&)* E IBr(S, 1 ai). Now 
((&)*)” = p and therefore (Y~ C vs. . By Theorem 4.2 we conclude that (S, , aa) = 
(S, , ai)g for some g E G. Then (1,)g = I2 and (($i)g)* E IBr(1, j %). Also 
Wd”)“)” = w2)*)G and it follows that ((&)g)* = ($J* by Corollary 4.6. 
Since (&)g E?V&) we have when I, < G that (&)g = #a by induction on 
/ G /, and thus xi = ((&)g)” = (&JG = xa . If 1z = G, then Ir = G and 
xi , xa E X(G). Thus x1 = xz in this case by Theorem 2.3. 
Finally, let q E IBr(G). If p 7 ~(1) then there exists x E 9(G) C g(G) with 
X * = q~ by Theorem 2.3. Suppose then, that p r ~(1) and let (8, a) E 9(S) 
with 01 S ps by Theorem 4.2. Let I = Im&or) and choose Y E IBr(1 1 a) with 
yG = v by Corollary 4.6. We have I < G by Lemma 4.7 since p 1 q(1). By 
the inductive hypothesis we can find I/J E g(I) with 1,5* = V. Then x = #” E g(G) 
and x* = (#*)” = vG = v. 1 
6. RESTRICTION TO NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
We need some preliminary results. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let N 4 G and x E Irr(G) with ,Q,, = e0 and 0~ Irr(N). 
Let u E Aut(G) with [G, u] 2 N and B0 = 0. Then x0 = Xx for some linear 
h E Irr(G/N). 
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Proof. In the group G(o) we have the multiplicative “bilinear” form 
,<<x, y>>@ defined for X, y E G(u) with [x, y] E N as in $2 of [5]. It follows from 
the definition of the form that x”(g) = x(ugo-r) = ((0, g>> x(g) for all g E G. 
(This is Lemma 2.4(a) of [5].) By Theorem 2.3 of [5] we have ‘,~,gh”; = 
!(a, g>>((a, h)) for all g, h E G and by Lemma 2.1(c) of that paper, we have 
((0, n> = 1 for all n E N. Thus if we define /\(g) = ((0, g?) for g E G, then h 
has the desired properties. l 
LEMMA 6.2. Let M, L 4 G with ML = G and set K = M n L. Let 7 E Irr(L) 
and B E Irr(K) with 0 C qx . Write I = IG(v) and J = I,(8). Then 
(4 1 C N(J). 
(b) I n j a 11. 
(c) ~ J:InJi divides ~ G:MJ. 
Proof. For each x E I, we have 8” C Q and hence 0” = 8’ for some 1 EL. 
Then J” = IM(@) = IM(Oz) = J’ = J w h ere the last equality follows since I 
centralizes M/K. This proves (a) and in particular, 11 is a group. 
Now let T = I,(@ and find # E Irr(T) with #” = 17 and #K = eB. Then 
In / is exactly the stabilizer of # in M since IJ is uniquely determined by, 
and uniquely determines the pair 0 and 7. 
If y E J, then [T, y] C K and 81, = 0 and so by Lemma 6.1, we have p =~- A+ 
for some linear character A E Irr( T/K). S’ mce Z n J centralizes T/K, it stabilizes h 
and thus stabilizes /\# = 4” and we have In JC (In 1)“. We conclude that 
J C N(1 n J). Since 1 C N(1 n J) by (a), we have proved (b). 
Now let 
A --{h~Irr(T/K)1h$=@‘forsomey~Jj. 
It is routine to check that A is a subgroup of the group of linear characters 
of T. Also, by the above argument, the orbit of $ under the action of J is exactly 
the orbit under the multiplication action of A. The size of this orbit is 
j J : I n J I which must therefore divide ! A 1. Since / A ! divides 1 T : K 
which in turn divides 1 G : M 1, the proof is complete. 1 
LEMMA 6.3. Let G be p-solvable and let M 4 G with G/M either a p-group 
or a PI-group. Let (S, a) E .9(G) with SM = G and put T = S n it/l. Let 
B E IBr( T) with /3 _C 01~ . Write 
1 =- JN@)(~) and J = zNMdk% 
Then I n J Q (I, J> and J/(Z n J) is a p’-group. 
Proof. We consider the subgroup SJ C (S, J) C N(T). Then T Q SJ cl 13 G 
and since SIT E G/M we conclude that S//T is either a p-group or a p’-group 
according to whether G/M is a p-group or a $-group. Let y E IBr(SJ 1 a). 
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Suppose G/M is a p-group. Then so is S/T and since p I a(l), we conclude 
that fl is invariant in S. Since also J stabilizes /I, so does SJ. By Lemma 4.4 
we have that yT = p and thus p r y( 1) and (SJ, y) is a p’-pair. Since (SJ, y) > 
(S, IX) E P(G), it follows that SJ = S and J c N(S). Also 01~ = /3 and cy is the 
unique extension of p to S. Since J normalizes S, we conclude J = In M 
and the result follows in this case. 
Now assume that G/M is a p’-group. Then so is SJ/T and by Lemma 4.3 
we have that p r r(l) and (SJ, y) is a $-pair. Again this implies that SJ = S 
and J C N(S). 
Let H = N(S) so that H = S(M n H) and I, J C H. By Theorem 2.3, 
let 77 E X(S) with T* = 01. Since all irreducible constituents of Q- lie in g(T), 
there must be some such constituent 0 with O* = /I. Since * defines bijections 
on X(S) and 5(T), it follows that 
I = Id?)) and 
By Lemma 6.2, we have I n J 4 IJ and 1 J : I n J / divides I H : M n H / = 
1 G : M /. The proof is complete. m 
LEMMA 6.4. Let G be p-solvable and suppose M 4 G and (S, a) E 9(G). 
Let T=MnSandfi~IBr(T)withfiCol,. Then(T,p)GY(M). 
Proof. Clearly T <I 4 M and p r p(l). Let 9 E IBr(G / a) and 0 E IBr(M) 
with 0 C ‘p&, and /3 C Or . If (T, /3) $9(M) then there exists (IV, y) E Y(M) 
with (IV, y) > (T, /3) and y C Bw by Theorem 4.2. However, (IV, y) is a p’-pair 
in G and y c vw and thus (IV, y)g < (S, a) for some g E G. Then Tg < Wg C 
S n M = T and this is a contradiction. 1 
We are now ready to prove our result about restriction to normal subgroups. 
In order to make an inductive argument work, we actually prove a slightly 
stronger theorem. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let G be p-solvable and let M d G. Suppose x E Irr(G) 
and 0 E Irr(M) with 0 C xicl . 
(a) If x E g(G), then 0 E Y(M). 
(b) IjOE?Y(M)andpfiG:MI, thenxEg(G). 
Pvooj. First we show that (b) f o 11 ows from (a). We assume that p f / G : M / 
and 0 E g(M). Then 8* E IBr(M) by Theorem 5.2. Also, ifg E G and (O*)g = 8*, 
then 00 E Y(M) and (Og)* = 8”. Thus 0s = 0 and by Lemma 2.6 we have 
x* E IBr(G). By Theorem 5.2, there exists /J Ed with #* = x*. By (a), 
every irreducible constituent of Z/J,,,, lies in g(M) and for some such constituent 
7 we have q* > B*. Thus 7 * = O* and by Theorem 5.2 again, 7 = 0. Since 
X * = #*, it follows from Lemma 2.6 that x = # E@(G) as desired. 
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Next we prove (a) by induction on 1 G 1 and so we assume that both (a) 
and (b) hold for proper subgroups of G. We may assume that M is a maximal 
normal subgroup of G. 
Let x E%‘(G) and note that it suffices to find any constituent of X~ which 
lies in g(M). If x E Z(G) then clearly B E 3(M) _C g(M) and so we assume 
x f Z(G). Then x = (cIG where $ E g(I); I = INcs)(~) < G; (S, CX) E P(G) 
and #* E IBr(1 1 a). Since S Q <i G and G/M is simple we have either S _C M 
or SM = G. 
Suppose first S C M. Let J = I n M = INMca(~) and let 7 be an irreducible 
constituent of rJJ. Since J CI I < G, the inductive hypothesis yields that 
7 Ed’. Since (S, a) E B(M) and T* E IBr( J 1 a), we have qM E?Y(M) by 
Definition 5.1. (Actually, if J = M, the definition does not quite apply but 
then qM = y E g(M).) Thus 7” E Irr(M) and since 7 C X, , we have 7”” C X~ 
and x,,,, has a constituent in 3’(M) as desired. 
Suppose now that SM = G. Let T = S n M and /I E IBr(T) with /3 C aT. 
Then (T, 8) E B(M) by Lemma 6.4. Let J = INM&3). Since /3 C ($*)r , 
we choose 6 E Irr(1 n J) with 5 C lCllnJ and /3 _C (.$*), . By Lemma 6.3, I n J <1 
I < G since G/M is either a p-group or a p’-group, and thus 5 E CV(IT n J) 
by the inductive hypothesis. Since 5 C x,,-,~, we choose 7 E Irr( J) with [ C v,nJ 
and 7 C X, . Since In J a J < G and ]/(I n J) is a p’-group by Lemma 6.3, 
we may apply (b) to the group J and conclude that q E CY( J). Since .$ C qrnr 
we have that p C (7 *)T and thus 7 * E IBr( J 1 /?). It follows from Definition 5.1 
that rlM E Y(M) and thus qM is irreducible and qM C xw . 1 
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